
Poor family

He (she) can either to stay at 
the same level or to go

 one or two steps higher.

Family of workers

He (she) can either become a 
leader(manager) at the 

same level or go one step up.

Family of academics
For example doctors, or small size 

business ( Bakery, etc.)
He (she) can become an executive 
manager either at the same level or 

go one step up.

Owners of a middle 
size company

He( she) can become a leader at 
this level or go one step higher.

Owners of a 
big company 

He (she) can become a leader 
(executive) at this level. 

born into the family of

Possible chances 
for development according 

to researches.:

The change
with

Charakter

With education
- School education
- University education
- Internet

With Character!
Here all the doors 
can be opened!

Remember:
Character-building through our program

SaiNacapro
Leads you to genius!

You will easily open all  the doors in life!

Current chances of a child 
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DAILY STORYS

It is a fact that the caste, in which your child was born will definitely influence his future, 
more than his talent, his abilities, his knowledge etc.!

However, there is a brilliant solution!

You will never have this problem: We will show you the way, with character animated 
stories, to become a genius!

Here and now  the future of your child begins: Every day watch and tell just one 
animated story with character!

And there is something else: There is a statement, in which we truly believe:

“Germany will become an engine 
for the whole world in character-building!”

This is a challenge for us, to realize this prediction! Here is our method:

What the world teachers say: 
worldly education can help you, in a very tedious way, to provide 

yourself with bread and butter,
However, modern worldly education is not responsible for the fact that the morale 

in society has collapsed.

Genius
become



Education through animation

Character is power!

„Money comes and goes!
 Character comes and stays!“

www.nacapro.com

What is character?
is the collection and implementation of virtues, of the inner values of  

truth, righteousness, love, peace, and nonviolence, 
which will be reflected in everyday life.

Character

Character
10

Years

Idea und Sponsoring: Sport-Saller Parents-InfoThe aim of the program is to build character 
(a basis of our life) through animation; it will help everyone 

to recognize one´s genius and to realize it in  life. 
 

The program is structured around short stories from religions 
and wisdom teachings from  all over the world, which will be 

presented in the form of animations ( cartoons)

In sport, as well as in our daily life, we very often face stressful situations:  
Our behaviour in these situations will be unconsciously guided 

by what is already stored in the memory, 
most often unknown  pictures (our life experiences)!

This means, everything that we saw and experienced in our life before, in childhood, is sto-
red in our memory ( good or bad pictures) and they influence our futute behavior. The aim of 
the program is to store in the memory of a child as many good pictures as possible to help 

him (her) unconsciously behave in the best possible way in a stressful situation.

Stories with VIRTUES, as a value, which support the character training of the viewer, in the 
same way that all religions teach through stories, tales, parables, koans, and experiences of 

people of all backgrounds and races, interspersed with methods for easy 
learning through visualizing the inner train of thoughts.

In oder to deepen the understanding, the main idea will be once again 
repeated by way of a musical video or short refrain ( chorus).

Through daily stories over a 10-year long program, a total of 3650 codes of conducts are 
given, where those interested can recognize their true inner potential, which will enable them 

to have successful, happy social behaviors, at a high standard of living, for the benefit of 
society.

If one has good pictures stored in one´s memory, one will have a better character, which 
means he(she) will be liked by society and be successful in it. 

Genius
Worldclass
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Monday        Sunday                 Saturday                   Friday


